Abstract: In this paper we consider the impact of quality of Fusion of binary decisions transmitted over fading channels wireless sensor links on the overall detection performance of a has particularly important applications in low-cost low-power large sensor network system. Independent and identical sensors wireless sensor networks. In [6], the authors have formulated gather observations regarding the presence or the absence of a the parallel fusion problem with a fading channel layer and phenomenon of interest and then transmit their binary decisions to a fusion center over parallel, non-interfering but slow Ralyeigh dith e lopal leiho od rati (Lr) based fusiontrul fading, wireless links. We derive asymptotic error exponents of with binary local decisions along wuit three other sub-optmal the probability of false alarm and the probability of miss at the fusion rules: a two-stage approach using the Chair-Varshney fusion center for the following cases: (a) BPSK modulation and fusion rule, a maximal ratio combining (MRC) fusion statistic, (i) maximal ratio combining (ii) equal gain combining (iii) and an equal gain combiner (EGC) fusion statistic. decision fusion (b) BFSK modulation and (i) square law Performance analysis of the optimal and the sub-optimal rules combining (ii) decision fusion. In the case of BPSK, the EGC was carried out for the case of a finite number of sensors.
In this paper, we examine further the impact of quality of the best for large SNR values, whereas the MRC performs the s l best for very low SNR values. Similar relative performance wireless se linkso the formance f a DDsse results were obtained by others for the case of a finite number of Specifically, we address the following issues: (a) for a large sensors. In the case of BFSK, square law combining outperforms sensor network, the asymptotic error exponents of maximal DF, except for large SNR values. Finally, we show how the false ratio combiner (MRC) and equal gain combiner (EGC) at the alarm and the detection probabilities of the decision of a sensor, fusion center for binary PSK modulation and the error as seen at the fusion center, are altered by changes to the exponents of square law combiner (SLC) for binary FSK threshold of the matched filter receiver. modulation; comparison to the error exponents obtained with the decision fusion rule, (b) for binary PSK and FSK I. INTRODUCTION modulations, the effect of matched filter threshold on the detection performance. The last issue requires a bit of Performances of decentralized detection (DD) systems elaboration. For equally likely binary data, it is well known employing a set of geographically separated sensors have been that the optimal (in the sense of minimum probability of error) investigated for the past couple of decades. In the earlier matched filter threshold for receiving PSK in AWGN is zero studies, the transmission links from the distributed sensors to a (this optimality holds for slow Rayleigh fading channel also). fusion center (FC) were assumed to be error free. However, However, in a wireless sensor network, which is deployed to because of recent interest in wireless sensor networks, many detect the presence or the absence of a phenomenon of interest authors have analyzed the performance of these DD systems in (POI), the Neyman-Pearson criterion is of interest. In such a which the transmissions from the sensors to the FC are subject situation, the zero-threshold for the matched filter output need to channel fading and noise [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Apart from bandwidth and not be optimal. Similar situation arises for the FSK power requirements, the performance of a wireless sensor DD modulation. For a single sensor-to-fusion link, the probability system also depends on many other factors such as the of detection (#6), as a function of probability of false alarm decision fusion rules, channel error control coding, sensor quality etc. For the case of a finite number of sensors, [4] (a) at the fusion center, is evaluated. Throughout the paper examines the variations in the false alarm and the detection it is assumed that all the sensors are identical and that the probabilities of a DD system due to errors caused by the decisions made by them, conditioned on a hypothesis, are all sensor links. For a guaranteed minimum sensor-to-fusion statistically independent. It is also assumed that noncenter link average SNR, a counting rule at the fusion center, interfering parallel links exist for connecting sensors to the and different binary modulation schemes, it points out the fusion center. necessity of having sensors with a specific minimum quality in order to achieve an asymptotically (as the number of sensors II. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE OF MRC, EGC, tends to infinity) vanishing probability of error. With similar DECISION, AND SQUARE LAW COMBINING assumptions, the asymptotic error exponents of decision counting rule were derived in [5] using large deviation theory.
In the context of sensor networks, where all the sensors need not make identical decisions on the hypothesis of where 1> a, > 0 is a suitable threshold that controls the Moreover, they are mutually independent across the index k. fusion false alarm probability. Assuming a slow Rayleigh We are interested in the following asymptotic errors:
fading sensor-to-fusion link, the probability of false alarm a,
and the probability of detection ,68, corresponding to an PMO = iim P((-S1 + SO In this section, we consider the effect of matched frequencyfo (or fi) and let o72 denote the variance of the infilter threshold on the quality of the decision made at a sensor-phase (and the quadrature-phase) narrowband Gaussian fusion link. Previous works on distributed detection have process [9] . The density of the received envelope, when a assumed that the matched filter threshold for making decisions tone is present along with noise at the input of a noncoherent on binary PSK signals was set at zero. While this is the filter , as well as the density of the received envelope, when optimum threshold for equally likely hypotheses and noise only is present at the noncoherent filter input, can be minimum error criterion, this need not be the only option for obtained from standard textbooks [9]-[10] . Therefore, the the DD problem. In fact, by changing the threshold, both the conditional likelihood functions are given by false alarm and the detection probabilities of a sensor decision, Similarly, the other conditional error probability occurs when [2] S. K. Jayaweera, "Large System Decentralized Detection frequencyfo was sent:
Performance under Communication Constraints," IEEE Pco = P(S1-So > C) (41) Communications Letters, vol. 9, no. 9, pp. 769-771, Sep. Standard techniques for the evaluation of the probabilities (40) 2005.
and (41) 
